
ReAX
Adaptive Steering with Lane Keep Assist



Obstacle Avoidance Lane Keep Assist Road Monitoring

Safety 
Packed with safety features, ReAX includes enhanced 
drivability and maneuverability, road crowning and 
crosswind compensation for safer operation at highway 
speeds, and better handling and directional control in 
adverse road conditions (potholes, bumps, etc.)

Driver Comfort 
Steering designed to automatically return to center and 
easing operation.

Innovation 
ReAX Hydraulic / Electric Steering system helps 
improves efficiency and steering performance, 
especially at low speeds, providing ease of operation  
in docking, coupling and in-yard operations.

The foundation of ReAX, when paired with radar 
and camera systems, creates an opportunity for 
Lane Change Warning, Active Lane Keeping, Backup 
Assist and Automated Driving as a fleet’s safety 
requirements increase and as legislation may require.

ReAX Adaptive Steering

ReAX 
Your road to Lane Keep Assist.

By enhancing drivability and enabling a safer driving experience to help 
minimize lane departures and help reduce lane departure accidents.

Enhanced Lane Departure Prevention

How does it work?
An electronic motor provides added torque assist to the 
hydraulic steering system. Sensors are designed to gather 
torque, handwheel position, and vehicle speed data to help 
ReAX steering assist adapts to match the driving conditions 
– creating a more comfortable drive.

Camera: A high resolution dual lens sees and captures lane  
information along the drivers path, recognizing if the  
vehicle is within the lane boundaries or drifting too close  
to the end of the lane marking.

Image Processing Module: The highly efficient Image Processing 
Module thinks and processes the lane information coming from the 
camera and steering torque data coming from the steering unit.

The ReAX Module: the module acts by varying steering torque to 
correct the vehicle’s path and help guide it safely and easily back 
between the lane markings.

see. think. act. with Lane Keep Assist
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